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It was December 1983, and Amanda and I were preparing for our second Christmas in Duluth. It 
was a Friday evening, and we had been invited to participate in the on-air fundraising for the 
public television station. The way it worked was when there were breaks in the programming, 
someone would make an appeal for giving and what you would see on television were several 
people seated at tables and in front of each person a sign with their name printed in large letters 
ready to take your phone call. Amanda and I were two of the people who would be answering 
phones. We were in the middle of the table, at the center of your television screen.  We’d both 
been busy that day. In addition to work, Amanda had a doctor’s appointment for a test to 
address a medical condition. So, that evening we drove separately to the television station. We 
received our instructions. We took our places at the table. And as the countdown began for 
going live, Amanda leaned over and said, “Hi, Daddy.” And if you had been watching public 
television that night, I was the guy who looked like the proverbial deer caught in the headlights. 
In a word – fear! It’s not that I didn’t think there would be a time in our lives when a child would 
enter the picture, but that’s not what I had in mind that night and to hear that news all that filled 
my mind was how I wasn’t ready for this and I didn’t know how to do this and furthermore we 
had yet to even talk about this. I don’t remember answering any of the phone calls that night, 
but I must have. I don’t remember what I said to Amanda that night – whatever it was, we’ve 
remained married for almost 40 years.  
 
And as I returned to the Christmas story again this year, what caught my attention in recent 
weeks is how the first emotion in this story was not joy or hope or peace on earth good will to all 
– but it’s fear.  
 
The Christmas story actually begins with fear. When an angel announces to Mary that she will 
give birth to the Messiah. The angel says: Do not be afraid. When Joseph receives this same 
news, an angel says: Do not be afraid. And tonight we hear how that’s the same message to 
the shepherds, Do not be afraid. I don’t think it was the angels who prompted the fear, but the 
fear is inherent to life in this world, especially when we cannot control the uncontrollable. And 
that’s when an angel shows up. I’ve seen angels. They didn’t have wings. They didn’t fly. They 
looked like ordinary people, people who came at just the right time to encourage me or nudge 
me. They were real people with real names who were paying attention and sometimes without 
even knowing it they were used by God.  
 
Each December for the past twenty years, I’ve received a note from an anonymous individual 
with an envelope filled with cash. The note recalls a time from this person’s childhood when the 
family had nothing and then someone left groceries anonymously at the front door for the family. 
And now each year this person wants to pay it forward – to say thanks for that act of kindness 
by giving anonymously to another family in need. And each year, we honor that request and this 
week a family in the midst of a crisis now has a chance to experience a Christmas beyond what 
they imagined possible. Each year, the anonymous individual signs the note – secret Santa. But 
there’s another name for that. It’s called an angel. 
 
Who have been your angels and to whom have you been an angel? It’s up to us to pay attention 
and show up. In 1948, Frank Capra released the movie, It’s a Wonderful Life. In the opening 
scene, we hear voices praying for someone named George. “God, help him,” George Bailey is a 
person who has dreams of greatness. He wants to make a million dollars. He wants to travel the 
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world, to go to college and become an architect who builds impressive buildings. But one dream 
after another is shattered until he hits bottom. And on Christmas Eve, he’s ready to call it quits. 
He goes to a bridge to jump when all of a sudden this happens. [video] The movie gets a few 
things wrong. Clarence is an angel who is dead and comes back to earn his wings and every 
time a bell rings an angel gets its wings. That’s not in the Bible. It doesn’t work that way, but that 
God sends people who look like humans to help us at a moment of crisis is absolutely true. 
That’s how God works in this world.  That’s the story of Christmas. 
 
God entered this world in a form that we could see and hear and understand – a baby – a baby 
who would grow to be a child and a teenager and an adult – with hopes and fears and 
uncertainties and family struggles and disappointments – and yet his life was spent showing us 
the message of the angels – Don’t be afraid. I am with you. That’s the good news then and 
the good news tonight. The baby is Emmanuel. Don’t be afraid. You are not alone – never alone 
– God is with you. No matter who you are or where you are or what you are experiencing. God 
has never and will never let go of you.  
 
One night, a man named Mike had been rehearsing with his church choir to sing The Messiah 
this Christmas. He left the rehearsal and was driving on 694 when the car in front of him spins 
out of control, goes off the road and down a 20 foot embankment. Mike does not hesitate; he 
stops to see what has happened. At the bottom of the hill, he finds two people in the car. One, a 
man, the driver knocked out cold…for he has hit his head on the steering wheel. He was not 
wearing his seat belt and the air bag did not go off. In the front passenger seat is a woman…in 
labor…crying for help. The emotion is fear. Mike calls 911 and tells the dispatcher his situation. 
She informs him to stay on the line until help arrives. As he is trying to listen, Mike says, “I’m 
about to deliver a baby…I’m going to need both hands!”  Mike was once a Boy Scout and in his 
car is a first aid kit, winter emergency kit, and blankets. The baby was coming fast. Before 
reality hits him as to what is really happening, Mike is cradling a baby, …a tiny baby girl in his 
hands…wrapped in the blankets from his car. But cord, he wonders. What do I do with the 
umbilical cord. He gives it a little tug and the mom yells, “That is not a cord to a vacuum 
cleaner!!!” A moment later with a deep sigh, he watches the ambulance drive away with Mom 
and Dad,…and the new baby girl still wrapped in his blankets… A week later, Mike gets a phone 
call from the Mom and Dad. They give him an update on how things are going, and to find out 
how he is doing. Oh, by the way, we named our baby girl – Michelle.  
 
I can’t tell you when or where or what circumstances, but every one of us will be called to be an 
angel, to be a messenger of God.  
 
One more thing tonight: The shepherds were told to look for the manger. And what’s a manger? 
When the animals were hungry, they would come to the manger, the feeding trough. There’s an 
important message for us in the manger. Isn’t that also where our hunger is satisfied? Maybe 
your life is not going the way you thought it would or the way you want it to. Maybe the 
uncertainty of what tomorrow holds is more than you can bear. Or you lie awake at night – and 
it’s fear. Look in the Manger. There in a feeding trough in the cave of Bethlehem, God shows 
up, ready to face whatever you are facing. That’s why we came here tonight. The good news 
first heard that night is the good news heard again tonight. It’s the good news for all people. God 
with us – now and forever. 
 
 


